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50 Words Abstract – Among wide band gap material for power electronic, Silicon Carbide (SiC) is the most advanced and starts to gain market shares. We have studied planar SiC MESFET ESD robustness. To solve the problem of their low intrinsic ESD robustness, we demonstrate in this work an effective protection solution and possible improvements.

I. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) devices are intended for high voltage, high frequency and high temperature applications thanks to their superior performances compared to silicon devices. The introduction of SiC into high voltage segments, such as wind and high-voltage direct current grids is also inevitable even if the big boost for these new markets should arrive with the implementation of SiC devices in electric cars’ traction systems. Recognize deficiencies and reliability studies are an approach to product qualification.

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is considered as one of the most important factors of failures. ESD reliability should be certified during the device development.

SiC planar Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MESFET) have been designed [1], at Ampère laboratory and manufactured at CNM laboratory in Barcelona (Spain) within the framework of the WideLab [2]. The SiC planar MESFET is designed as a component for a future integrated driver on the same crystal than a SiC power JFET. In this work, the ESD robustness of this SiC planar MESFET is studied. A slightly improved manufacturing process is used compared to the SiC mesa MESFET already studied in [3], where ESD robustness was analyzed. The presence of a parasitic NPN transistor, which limits the ESD robustness, was demonstrated in this previous work.

In this work three different structure of SiC planar MESFET has been studied regarding ESD robustness: one reference device (MR) and two devices with internal protections: one with a Schottky on drain (MSD), preventing from drain polarity inversion and one with a Zener on drain (MZD), limiting possible drain overvoltage. Transmission line pulse (TLP) and Human Body Model (HBM) test has been carried out and results are compared in order to assess the physical behavior in the SiC device, and in order to propose new improvements for the ESD robustness.

II. Presentation of the devices

In order to facilitate their future integration on the SiC die [4], the mesa isolation of the previous study was changed by planar isolation with a P+ ring (Figure 1). Sizes and inter-electrodes distances are also different. The new structures are smaller but they allow the integration of several devices in
parallel. Therefore the nominal current will depend on the number of devices placed in parallel [5].

![Figure 1: Schematic of cross section of Reference MESFET (MR)](image)

The layout of the three-studied MESFET is drawn on Figure 2. In grey we have the Schottky metal (Nickel), in red the P⁺ ring isolation, linked to the Body electrode, and in blue the metal over the N⁺ area that is the ohmic contact of the source and drain electrodes. They are represented on the photography on Figure 3. The P isolation is not visible, as it is only constituted of P⁺ diffusion without metallization.

The Zener in the Zener on drain MESFET (MZD) device is realized by a 2 µm superposition of the N⁺ and P⁺ layers on the drain side. This diode, polarized in reverse, avoids overvoltage in between the drain and the juxtaposed substrate.

For the schottky on drain MESFET (MSD), there is no N⁺ area below the drain electrode. Nickel metal is directly in contact with the SiC in order to obtain a Schottky junction (like the gate electrode). It avoids any negative discharge on the device.

The standard electrical characteristics of the three MESFET are almost identical, with a drain current saturation at around 15 mA for Vgs=0 V (Figure 4). The protections do not affect the electrical characteristics in static. Only the MESFET with Schottky on drain has a slight shift of 0.7V at the beginning of his characteristic due to the Schottky diode in series (Figure 5), which might be prejudicially for performances depending of the use case. The one with a Zener should have no impact on the characteristics due to his design protecting only to the body layer during ESD. The device is normally on i.e. its gate threshold voltage is negative. The voltage pinch off (Vth) is -16V and its normalized current density is equal to Jds=60 mA/mm².

![Figure 2: Layout of MESFET with integrated protections](image)

![Figure 3: Photography of Reference MESFET (MR)](image)

![Figure 4: Static measurement at room temperature for SiC MESFET MR, with body and source electrodes grounded. Same current level is obtained for the protected MZD MESFET.](image)
III. ESD robustness measurements

To evaluate ESD robustness we have used a Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) tester and a Human Body Model (HBM) tester. All measurements are done at room temperature. In TLP, a 100ns voltage pulse is applied on the drain electrode whereas for the HBM it corresponds to a 100pF capacitor discharge. The main difference is in the power transmit to the device. In any case, Gate and Body electrodes are left floating and the Source electrode is grounded. More complex biasing is not done yet as they require going further with the setup and would require more material, time and caution. The voltage level applied on the drain is increased step by step until a defect is visually noticed or until a shift is detected in the reference (DC leakage) measurement verified after each step or a noticeable change is observed in the temporal waveforms, as we will shown later. It has to be noticed that in these experiments, as we are working with a normally on device, only relatively limited variations can be observed with the DC leakage measurement.

A. Reference and Schottky on drain MESFET

Results of the TLP and HBM show that the MR and the MSD protected devices fail in a similar way (Figure 6). Indeed, during TLP measurement a failure is observed for a drain voltage range between 160 and 260V. As soon as the “DC leakage” current increases, the test is stopped and devices are analyzed. Despite the failure voltage level is quite spread, all damages are always observed at the same location. Indeed a hole appears at the corner of the drain metallization, near the P+ ring (Figure 7). These MESFETs cannot drive any ESD overcurrent without being damaged (Figure 6).

We observe exactly the same behavior with the HBM test even if voltages before damages are higher due to the specific HBM resistance of 1500Ω. At around 400V HBM, the current drastically increases for both MESFETs (Figure 8).
The ESD robustness of these devices (MR&MSD) is very low as no ESD current can be conducted without inducing physical degradation. The Schottky on drain protection of the MESFET is not effective for ESD protection but does not reduce the ESD robustness either.

**B. Zener on drain**

As explained in introduction, one Zener diode has been added at the drain side. Its goal is to drive the current overflow during an ESD stress. The overcurrent will be evacuated through the body. The Zener diode is able to drive some current in reverse without being damaged. This diode can be useful for ESD protection where transient overstress occurs. We have measured this standalone Zener diode that starts to conduct current at 30 V with high internal resistance of around 10 kΩ (Figure 9). The triggering voltage is rather low, around 30 V, which is the Zener voltage for SiC [6]. However this relatively low level is not an issue for the targeted application that is the gate driver circuit for the power device.

TCAD Sentaurus simulation confirms the different behaviors during a TLP stress (Figure 10). MR and MSD can sustain a higher drain voltage and are superposing in their representation whereas MZD has a current increase at around 30V. Due to his internal resistance, electron current increases slower than the predicted Zener current. We expect that the Zener diode is conducting current for this MESFET. Internal resistance of the body has to be adjusted to approximate the ideal behavior of the MESFET ($R_{on}$).

Experimental TLP results (Figure 6) confirm that the robustness of the Zener protected device is better than the MR or the MSD ones. The TLP current capability is almost 1 A before destruction. However, a difference is noticed regarding the avalanche voltage. This shift can be attributed to the lateral diffusion, the gate polarization and the body resistance, not perfectly model in our
simulations, as body resistance is essentially tridimensional.

This experiment result is reproducible. Indeed, three MZD were tested and stopped before 1 A and no changes were observed on their electrical characteristics.

The Zener protection is an effective ESD solution. Nevertheless a failure at the corner appears for a TLP current level higher than 0.9 A, which corresponds, to the HBM test where a failure appeared for 1250 V and 0.91 A.

The failure mechanism of the MZD appears to be different from the MR and MSD devices. Defect appears in simultaneity at both corner, and is located below the metallization where the metal was melted for the MR and MSD devices.

The Focus Ion Beam (FIB) cross-section shows holes going from the drain metal to the source side of the device, through the substrate (Figure 11). It has been correlated with TCAD Sentaurus simulation where we can observe current going from the source to the drain electrode after the Zener is triggered on. It corresponds to the classical failure of the parasitic NPN transistor. Electron current (Figure 12) coupled with intrinsic temperature gives us an idea of the localization, which correlates with the experiment.

![Figure 11: SEM photography of a FIB cross section on a failure located at the corner of MZD drain electrode, after TLP test.](image)

![Figure 12: Simulation of total current density for MZD device before and after internal Zener triggering; A parasitic NPN transistor is carrying most of the current in the structure.](image)

**IV. Discussion**

For one mesa-MESFET studied in the previous work [3] the impact ionization generates hole current, going in the P channel through its internal resistance, which first turns on the source-bulk PN junction due to the voltage drop, and then triggers the parasitic NPN. The electron current is increased until temperature becomes too high and creates damage at the cylindrical corner of the structure, with a failure in the SiC.

For the MR and MSD MESFET, the damages occur at the corner of the drain metallization (Figure 7). It indicates that another failure mechanism is at stake compared to the previously studied MESFET. Here, as observed in section III.A, the defect localization is near the PN junction, at the end of the drain metallization, in between drain and gate electrodes (Figure 13).

The highest electric field is then located in between the P+ and the drain metallization across the dielectric insulators (Figure 14). With breakdown strength between of 3 to 5 MV/cm for inter-metal SiO2 dielectric and with our layer thickness of 0.5um, this oxide breakdown voltage is around 150-250 V. As the damage appears as soon as the TLP current increases, we can conclude that there was no triggering of the parasitic NPN and that the drain voltage applied was high enough to break the insulating layer and indeed a hole is observed in the oxide and the metal is melted.
Defect is located in between the metal2 of the Drain and the semiconductor.

Defect is actually located in between the metal2 of the Drain and the Body P+ diffusion.

Increasing the distance between the P+ and the drain metallization layer will also allow a higher robustness. Indeed the electric field in the oxide will be reduced and the oxide breakdown pushed to higher voltages. This improvement is also difficult to simulate, because different effects have to be taken into account like the electric field of the lateral body, the oxide and metal layers.

Furthermore, technology wise on could also increase the thickness of the oxide layer in order to increase his breakdown voltage.

VI. Conclusion

Different ESD protection structures for SiC planar MESFET have been compared in this work. We
have experimentally validated the efficiency of internal protection against ESD for SiC planar MESFET. Adding a Zener allows to increase the ESD robustness of this device, hence as we suppose of the SiC driver. Improvements are also proposed to go further with the ESD robustness of this device. As this protection doesn’t change the classical electrical characteristics in static, it is a promising solution to solve the main challenge of the development of SiC devices: robustness. Global ESD robustness of the system has to be tested in order to verify that this internal protection doesn’t impact the global robustness. Dynamic studies have also to be carried out. If there is no impact this solution looks viable and is a determining point on his commercialization. This robust device should provide a good high temperature driver for power devices.
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